
Hosting the Perfect  
Holiday Meal –  
from Prep to Presentation
Festive holiday tips from Anna Olson

Preparing Ahead
•   Make sure your turkey is thawed – Allow yourself 5 hours of thawing 

in the fridge per pound. Keep the turkey in its original wrapping 
and thaw on a tray on the lowest shelf of your LG InstaView® 
refrigerator, or empty out an entire crisper drawer if the turkey fits. 

•   Blanch your green vegetables such as broccoli, green beans or 
brussels sprouts up to a day ahead. Cook them in salted boiling 
water until slightly underdone and then immediately transfer the 
vegetables to a bowl of ice water using a slotted spoon or strainer.  
Using Craft IceTM will help keep that water cold, halting the cooking 
and setting the green colour, and are easier to remove than small 
pieces of ice cubes. Pack the par-cooked vegetables in an airtight 
container and then simply re-warm in butter in a matter of minutes, 
on the stovetop.

•   Pull your platters, serving dishes and serving utensils out a day 
ahead of the big feast. If they need a wash, this is the time to do it 
and then use sticky notes to label what food will go into each dish.  

Right Before the Feast
•   Worried about timing your turkey right, so to not keep people 

waiting (or risk drying out the turkey)? Use the Convection Roast 
setting to get a crispy skin and rich golden colour, however time  
your turkey to be completely cooked an hour before you plan on 
eating dinner.  



•   Let the turkey rest on a cutting board for 20 minutes and then 
carve in the kitchen, arranging the dark and white meat on a 
serving platter at your leisure. Ladle the turkey with a spoonful 
of the pan juices (before thickening) or chicken stock, cover the 
dish, and hold in a 300°F oven until time to serve. Now you can 
focus on your side dishes and raising a glass to toast your family  
and friends.

•   After your turkey comes out of the oven, turn your oven setting 
to Air Sous Vide and use the oven to keep your side dishes warm. 
The gentle heat won’t dry out vegetables or potatoes and the 
serving dishes will be warm but not too hot, so they can still be 
easily passed around the table.

Dinner Time!
•   Instead of one big platter of turkey or one giant bowl of stuffing 

being passed around a large gathering, split the main foods up 
into smaller serving dishes, one for each end of the table. This will 
get the food around to everyone faster, and the smaller dishes 
will fit into the dishwasher easier.

•   Hate it when all the white (or dark) meat disappears before it 
gets to you? Arrange your carved turkey on a platter in easy-to-
remove portions. Carve your turkey in the kitchen and then make 
place portions of dark meat on the platter, evenly spaced. Top 
with a few slices of white meat and then pass the platter around 
with a pie lifter, making the self-contained portions easy to  
lift away.

•   Want your mashed potatoes to stay warm as they make their 
way around the table? You can mash the potatoes up to an hour 
ahead of time and then place them in a deep serving bowl. Cover 
the bowl well and then rest the potatoes in a colander placed in  
a large pasta pot filled with 2 inches of gently simmering water. 
Cover the pot and those potatoes will keep piping hot until time 
to serve.

Easy Clean Up
•   Before anyone has even had a first bite, load up your dishwasher with  

as many pots and large kitchen tools as you can. Run a Turbo cycle while 
you eat. The pots unload quickly so the next round can fit in and you’re 
already a step ahead.

•   Keep that oven set on ProBake Convection® for a final treat of freshly 
baked cookies. Have a selection of unbaked cookies already scooped or 
sliced and in the freezer. Place them on a baking tray and let them sit out 
for 10 minutes before baking as instructed. The smell of freshly baked 
cookies at the end of the evening will surprise and thrill everyone, even 
those who had a second helping!

Give your Host a Treat
•   Give a cocktail gift of homemade flavoured simple syrup alongside  

a bottle of spirits. Flavours like rosemary, sage, citrus peel and spices  
can be slowly infused into equal amounts of sugar and water. Place  
these into a mason jar, seal and infuse using the Air Sous Vide setting  
for an hour.

•   Tea is a hot flavour to pair with chocolate, so consider tea-infused 
chocolate truffles as a gift to make this season. The tea can be infused  
into the cream that makes the ganache centre, and you can even stir  
in some finely chopped tea leaves for even more flavour. Once made,  
keep your truffles refrigerated until ready to package and gift, but they 
should be enjoyed at room temperature. Think citrus-y Earl Grey with  
milk chocolate, smoky Lapsang Souchong with dark chocolate or fruity 
Rooibos with white chocolate.


